Emerging spatial crowdsourcing (SC) provides an approach for collecting and analyzing spatiotemporal information from intelligent transportation systems. However, the exposure of massive location privacy to potential adversaries for the purpose of quality control makes workers more vulnerable. To protect workers' location privacy, an obfuscation scheme is proposed to incorporate uncertainties into the SC quality control problem through obfuscating the standard location data in terms of both space and time. Two measures, location entropy and results accuracy, are used to evaluate the performance of location privacy protection. We theoretically and experimentally confirm the security and accuracy of the obfuscation approach. The results of experiments show that: a) hiding workers' location from the requester reduces the quality of SC; and b) obfuscation arithmetic with appropriate obfuscation coefficients protects workers' location privacy with little effect on SC quality. Under the protection of this obfuscation scheme, the new system provides better security and similar quality compared to the existing SC system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The crowdsourcing model is frequently used to gather data in intelligent transportation systems (ITS) applications e.g., avoiding traffic congestion. The new mechanism for collecting and analyzing spatiotemporal information is spatial crowdsourcing (SC), and this mechanism exploits a large volume of vehicles and their mobility. In the SC platform, a requester outsources a set of spatiotemporal tasks to a set of workers with mobile devices, and workers perform tasks after physically traveling to places of interest [1] , e.g. the outsourcer requests workers in cars to collect real-time traffic information on roads Moreover, to assist in checking workers' submissions, some existing SC platforms require workers to disclose their immediate locations along with the taskspecified submission to the requester, who may be a potential adversary seeking to attack the location privacy of The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dalin Zhang. individual workers [2] . In practice, some malicious requesters may collect private information on worker locations through deliberately designed SC tasks. In addition, a crowdsourcing task is a kind of micro task, so a worker may submit numerous tasks with location information in a short period of time.
Revealing workers' precise locations may allow an adversary to infer sensitive information and even to stalk or mug workers [3] . Hence, protecting location privacy is an essential aspect of SC, since workers will not agree to participate in spatial tasks if there is a possibility of a privacy breach.
To illustrate how the location privacy of workers in SC might be exploited by an adversary, we consider a trafficinformation collecting task as shown in Fig. 1 In the example, a worker in a car submits traffic information separately at positions A and B on the road. Assume that the road's speed limit is 80 km/h, the distance from A to B is 100 km, and the worker submits the task in position A at 13:00 and in position B at 14:00 of the same day. With this precise location data, the requester knows the average speed of worker travelling X. Chu et al.: Preserving Location Privacy in SC Under Quality Control FIGURE 1. Traffic-information collecting task. from A to B is 100 km/h and can infer that the worker exceeded the speed limit sometime during 13:00∼14:00. Speeding should be private driver information, but a series of corresponding attacks can be conducted to attack the driver once an adversary exploits speeding behavior.
Workers' location privacy is threatened in two phases of SC: tasking and reporting [4] . Existing works on the former focus on effectively and safely assigning spatial tasks to workers in terms of location [5] - [14] . In particular, Hien To and his coauthors made great contributions to preserving workers' location privacy during the task assignment process. However, our paper aims to protect workers' location privacy in the latter reporting phase. Related studies have put forward approaches to control crowdsourcing quality via evaluating the credibility of the contributed data for SC restricted by the given budget [15] - [22] However, notably, the methods designed for privacy and accuracy trade-off between protection and utility in general crowdsourcing scenarios are not suitable for SC. Few existing studies discuss how to achieve a beneficial trade-off between location privacy and accuracy in the reporting phase.
In this paper, we propose two obfuscation schemes to protect workers' location privacy in SC, whereby the requester only has access to fuzzy location data. The two proposed schemes are spatial obfuscation arithmetic (SOA) and temporal obfuscation arithmetic (TOA). The former transforms the exact longitude and latitude of an individual's location to an area in the SC task map, reducing the probability of sensitive behavior inference The latter replaces the precise time element with an appropriate time slot, so that the requester does not know the execution timestamp of tasks. However, obfuscation impedes the requester's ability to distinguish between spammers and workers, since less information is reported. Therefore, this paper optimizes the tradeoff extending the research of [23] . The requester can infer a true task result from the submission of several workers under a repeated labeling technique [24] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes those problems to solve in protecting location privacy of workers. Section 3 proposes two protection schemes and the performance measurement. Section 4 theoretically guarantees the availability of these schemes. Section 5 experimentally evaluates the performance of these schemes in terms of entropy and accuracy. Finally, FIGURE 2. Workflow of SC system. Section 6 concludes this paper and puts forward considerations for future work.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider the tradeoff between task quality, a concern of the requestor, and location privacy, a concern of the workers, in SC. Therefore, this section describes three problems: quality control, privacy breaches, and the combination of these two elements.
A. SPATIAL CROWDSOURCING QUALITY CONTROL SC tasks are usually tedious with low pay. Consequently, errors are common even among workers who work hard. Moreover, some workers are spammers, submitting arbitrary answers independent of the question to earn their fee [25] . Thus, SC requesters need to distinguish true answers based on all sorts of worker submissions. This estimation behavior by requesters functions as quality control. Most requesters employ the redundancy approach, outsourcing each task to multiple workers and aggregating their results by some method such as the majority voting technique [24] . Fig. 2 shows the typical workflow of an SC system. A requester subscribes several tasks T i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) to the SC platform, and workers W j (1 ≤ j ≤ n) pull tasks from the platform in which to engage. Workers do not know one another, nor can they share task results Each task is executed by n workers redundantly, and each worker executes m tasks. Then task result matrix V m×n and workers' location matrix L m×n are received by the requester. V m×n = {v ij } consists of all reports from workers about task content, while L m×n = {l ij } records locations at which tasks are submitted. Compared with the target address, location data helps the requester to detect spammers among a group of workers. If any one of m task positions submitted by a worker is different from the target address, the requester regards the corresponding worker as a spammer. All results submitted by spammers are excluded. The quality control problem of SC is defined as Problem 1.
Problem 1(SC Quality Control): the requester estimates the results V m = {v i } of tasks from result matrix V m×n and location matrix L m×n .
We use a measure, result accuracy (RA), to evaluate the performance of the estimation. LetṼ m = {ṽ i } be the set of true results and RA equal the ratio of same elements in V m andṼ m For simplicity, we assume that each task instance is binary. A worker submits yes (v ij = 1) or no (v ij = 0) for a task.
Without loss of generality, findings can be extended to a wide range of task types (Hiroshi et al., 2014).
B. LOCATION PRIVACY BREACHES OF WORKERS
In Fig. 2 , worker location data is forwarded to the requester without any intervention, which leads to privacy breaches. Workers may face undesirable effects from such a breach, such as threats to personal safety, location-based spam, and sensitive information inference. The location privacy protection problem is defined as follows.
Problem 2(Location Privacy Protection): The location privacy protection problem is to prevent workers from sharing their own precise location with the requester. This paper does not explain how the attack is implemented, although it does measure how much private information is leaked. Thus, we first define the location data loc:
where worker id is the unique identifier of a worker in the system, and lng and lat are, respectively, the longitude and latitude of the worker's physical location when the timestamp is time.
Uncertainty is a state of having limited knowledge where it is impossible to describe exactly the existing state, a future outcome, or more than one possible outcome. In the context of location privacy, uncertainty explains how difficult it is for adversaries to pinpoint workers' actual locations. Following existing literature, we describe uncertainty with the location entropy of worker W j at time t:
where A i is part of an area in which the worker may be, and i A i covers the whole task map. Pr{W j in A i } is the probability that W j lies in A i . Location entropy measures the degree of privacy protection. Higher entropy means more uncertainty, more imprecision and better security.
C. LOCATION OBFUSCATION PROBLEM
We consider that the location privacy of workers in SC system model consists of the following three dimensions: worker, region, time. Correspondingly, the goal of privacy protection is to hide these elements from the SC requester at the appropriate level. There are numerous studies on preserving location privacy that can be divided mainly into two categories: anonymity and obfuscation. However, the precise worker element is required for the requester to pay the worker his or her earned reward, and thus, the anonymity technique [26] is not suitable for the discussed SC scenario. Therefore, we adapt the obfuscation technique [27] However a general obfuscation technique is unable to control crowdsourcing quality. Different from the literature on information security, this paper focuses on developing a customized obfuscation technique compatible with crowdsourcing quality control.
The basic idea of the obfuscation approach is to degrade the quality of workers' location data by reducing precision. Inevitably, a less precise location decreases the accuracy of task results estimated by the requester. Location obfuscation introduces a challenge to optimize the trade-off between privacy and accuracy. The location obfuscation problem(LOP) in SC is defined as follows.
Problem 3(Location Obfuscation Problem): Find a location privacypreserving algorithm to transform precise location L m×n of workers into fuzzy location. With the fuzzy location, the requester can still estimate task results at a high level of accuracy.
III. OBFUSCATION ARITHMETIC
The obfuscation scheme incorporates uncertainties into the precise location data in terms of both region and time guaranteeing high-quality results. Section 3.1 redesigns the system model and workflow for better preservation of privacy. Section 3.2 describes the obfuscation arithmetic. Section 3.3 discusses associated performance measures.
A. SYSTEM WORKFLOW The existing system in Fig. 2 allows precise location information to be exposed to the requester. Workers become vulnerable with as the amount of privacy information exposed accumulates over time. The chosen approach to preserving privacy is to change the mechanism of the system, i.e. to obfuscate location data.
To implement the obfuscation mechanism, we redesign the workflow of the SC system as shown in Fig. 3 . Compared with the system in Fig. 2 , the new system makes the following changes:
1) As soon as the requester subscribes a task to the platform, the trustworthy SC platform initializes the strategy of location obfuscation in activity 2. The strategy could be determined by either the platform or the requester, depending on the task content. 2) Activity 4 separates location data from task data. After a worker submits the task, task data is forwarded to the requester without intervention by the platform. 3) Activity 5 executes the preprocessing of obfuscation on location data, following the strategy set forth in activity 2, before sending the data to the requester. The implementation of this strategy includes two parts: arithmetic and arithmetic parameter setting. The former is discussed in Section 3.2, while the latter depends on specific tasks.
B. OBFUSCATION ARITHMETIC
All tasks of SC stay within a geographical map, which we call a task map. Divide the map into m sections of areas A i (1 ≤ i ≤ m). Each area A i contains one and only one task position P i (1 ≤ i ≤ m). The division satisfies the condition that any point P in the map belongs to the area A i whose task point P i is the closest to P. That is,
Here are two ways to reduce the precision of submitted location data: spatial obfuscation and temporal obfuscation. Both ways increase the uncertainty of worker location when location data is sent to the requester.
1) SPATIAL OBFUSCATION ARITHMETIC
Spatial obfuscation arithmetic (SOA) reduces the precision of position data that the worker submits, i.e. longitude and latitude, abstracted as
..,n and p = 1, . . . , k.
SOA transforms a point with exact longitude and latitude into k sections of an area in the task map. Obfuscation coefficient k indicates the degree of spatial obfuscation. The higher k is, the safer the worker's location privacy is. If k = m, the worker may be located at any position on the map, given the location information sent to the requester. The security level of the k = m scheme is same as the scheme in which worker location is not forwarded to the requester along with task results. The detailed steps of SOA are as follows.
Step 1: Identify in which area the worker is located, i.e., P ∈ A k .
Step 2: Randomly pick k − 1 areas from the task map excluding A k . The k − 1 areas and A k comprise a new set of k elements, i.e.,{A 1 A 2 , . . . , A k }.
Step 3: Reorder the new set, and replace the precise position P with the new data.
Recall the example of real-time traffic information collection task mentioned in Fig. 1 . As shown in Fig. 4 , the road length is 200 km, which the requester divides into five sections, i.e., A i (1 ≤ i ≤ 5), each of which is 40 km. With the support of the SC platform, the requester wants to know the respective traffic status of these five sections. A worker submits tasks, respectively, at position A and at position B. Now obfuscated areas A 2 and A 4 are transmitted along with traffic information instead of precise positions. Given the obfuscated location information, the requester can infer the average speed of the worker ranges between [40, 120] km/h. The worker's speeding behavior cannot be precisely determined.
2) TEMPORAL OBFUSCATION ARITHMETIC
In addition to spatial obfuscation, we introduce another approach, called temporal obfuscation arithmetic (TOA), which protects privacy by obfuscating the timestamp of location data with an appropriate time slot. The arithmetic can be abstracted as
TOA may appear to be a simple trick transforming a time point into an interval. However, the implementation of TOA is somewhat complex due to the following two steps:
Step 1: Check whether a precise timestamp is necessary for the requester. If yes, TOA will not be executed on the worker's location data, and original time data t is sent to the requester. If no, go to step 2.
Step 2: Determine temporal obfuscation parameters t 1 and t 2 , which are respectively lead time and lag time on the actual time tolerated by the requestor.
Recall the example of real-time traffic information collection task again. Let obfuscation parameters be t 1 = t 2 = 10min; then, the submitted location is obfuscated to (W j , A, [12 : 50, 13 : 10]) and (W j , B, [13 : 50, 14 : 10]) under the protection of TOA. From the obfuscated time slot, the requester only knows that the average speed ranges from 75 km/h to 150 km/h but cannot perceive the speeding behavior of an individual worker, even if the worker drives at a speed of 100 km/h from A to B.
TOA is a potential technique to preserve the driver's behavioral privacy. However, the arithmetic works only if the requester accepts nonreal-time traffic information, i.e., t 1 , t 2 > 0. For traffic information consumers, a several-minute delay of traffic report is usually tolerable, making TOA reliable for location privacy protection. As a result, a delay tolerance check is the first step of TOA. After that process, the requester determines t 1 and t 2 according to the degree of consumers' tolerance in the second step.
C. MEASURES OF THE PERFORMANCE
Both spatial and temporal obfuscation approaches reduce the certainty of location data, which significantly shields workers' location privacy from the requester. Due to the increased location uncertainty, it is more difficult for the requester to pick out spammers from a mass of workers. Consequently, more arbitrary answers may sneak into the result set, which may reduce the accuracy of estimation implemented by majority voting technique.
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Therefore, we use the following two measures, location entropy and results accuracy, to evaluate the performance of location privacy protection.
1) LOCATION ENTROPY (LE)
Location entropy measures the degree of privacy protection. Higher entropy means more uncertainty, more imprecision and better security. We follow the definition of workers' location entropy in Section 2 and measure the LE of W j at time t as
The goal of the platform is to maintain LE at a high level in the process of preserving privacy.
2) RESULTS ACCURACY (RA)
Results accuracy is the accuracy of the estimated tasks. Obfuscation schemes obfuscate workers' location information, which results in less information received by the requester. Inevitably, less input impedes the requester's task of quality control and may decrease the estimated accuracy of the tasks. Thus, the goal of the platform is to maintain the RA under the obfuscation scheme close to the RA achieved under the precise location scheme.
Based on above two measures, location privacy protection is successful if and only if it significantly increases LE but does not significantly decrease RA.
IV. QUALITY CONTROL OF SC A. TASK RESULT ESTIMATION METHOD
The LC (latent class) method (Dawid and Skene, 1979 ) is the classical approach used in quality control problems. Regarding the error rate of workers as the latent class, the EM algorithm provides a way of obtaining the maximum likelihood estimation of task results in SC. Let n-dimensional vector η n = {η j } be the error rates of n workers. Worker W j completes a task the result of which is wrong in the probability of η j , η j = (η 1 j η 2 j ). η 1 j and η 2 j are independent, representing the error rate of W j when the true result is 1 and 0, respectively.
The EM algorithm [28] repeats the expectation step and the maximization step alternately until convergence. The expectation step estimates true results using the majority voting technique weighted by workers' accuracy rate (equals 1error rate). The maximization step updates the error rate using estimated true results. Repeating these two steps increases the value of likelihood function Q, which gradually converges. Finally, low-quality workers are eliminated from the results. Each step of EM is described in the following.
1) EXPECTATION STEP
Define an m-dimensional vector µ. µ i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) is the a posteriori probability that the true result of task T i equals 1.
That is,
Initialize vector µ using majority voting weighted by accuracy rate:
where t means the t-th iteration, p is the probability that the true result of task T i equals 1, 1 − p is the probability that the true result of task T i equals 0, a i is weight of probability when the true result equals 1, and b i is weight of probability when the true result equals 0.
2) MAXIMIZATION STEP
With expectation of µ in the previous step, we can estimate p:
By calculating the approximation of the maximum likelihood estimator, we estimate the error rate:
The following likelihood function Q is adopted:
The algorithm is considered to converge if the following condition holds:
where ε is the threshold of algorithm convergence. If function Q has not converged, return to the expectation step and start the next iteration, i.e., t = t + 1; otherwise, end the algorithm and return estimated results µ.
B. THEORETICAL PROOF
We assume workers are uniformly distributed in the task map. A spammer has 1/m m chance to evade detection by the requester who knows workers' precise locations. By contrast, a spammer has k m /m m chance to evade detection by the requester who receives the workers' obfuscated location information.
Although the obfuscation scheme increases the probability of spammer evasion by k m times, the evasion probability is still close to 0 when k m or m is relatively large. In practice, however, the obfuscation scheme results in very few spammers escaping from detection. This very small number of spammers is tolerable based on the following observation. Proof: For a binary SC task, n workers submit the task, and workers' average probability of error is η, η < 0.5. Applying the majority voting technique to the result set received from n workers, the a posteriori probability that estimation of the task result is wrong (the true result is 1, while the estimated is 0, or 1 is estimated when the true is 0) will be in error with probability:
The probability of error decreases exponentially with the number of workers n and drops to zero for large numbers of workers. If more n wrong results are added into the original results set, n n, the new probability of error based on the set of n + n results is
Subtracting formulation (13) from (14), we obtain the increment of error probability
The right-hand side of formulation (15) decreases exponentially and ultimately drops to zero with n. Hence, a small number of wrong task results does not impact the accuracy of the estimation.
Although the obfuscation scheme may shield spammers from detection, lemma 1 guarantees that this small number of spammers will not impede the requester's estimation. Therefore, based on the analysis above, we achieve main conclusion of this paper.
Theorem 1: Proposed obfuscation schemes do not impede SC quality control.
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
The existing SC system forwards workers' location data directly to the requester without protecting workers' location privacy. The obfuscation arithmetic changes the performance of the SC system in terms of location entropy and results accuracy, as described in Section 3.3. The results accuracy measure of obfuscation arithmetic has been theoretically guaranteed acceptable by Theorem 1. Furthermore, this section validates proposed approaches experimentally.
A. DESIGN AND SYNTHETIC DATASET
This experiment is designed to assess the effect on location entropy and results accuracy, varying the number of tasks m, the number of workers n, the error rate of workers η, the percentage of spammers r, and the obfuscation coefficient k.
We use the LC model to generate synthetic datasets. First, for all tasks, we generate the vector of true resultsṼ m from a Bernoulli distribution with parameter p = 0.5, where p is the probability that true result of a task is 1. Then, for all workers, we set a worker to be a spammer at the rate of r. If worker W j is a spammer, we generate his task results v ij ( 1 and B(1, 1 − η 2 j ) in case ofṽ i = 0. Finally, for all tasks, we generate workers' locations. If worker W j is a spammer, randomly pick one area from set {A i }, and set it as the submitted location of one task by the worker. Otherwise, the location is set as the area in which the task is located.
B. EXPERIMENTS ON RESULTS ACCURACY
We experimentally evaluate the accuracy of the results by comparing three settings. The settings k = 1 and k = m serve as benchmarks, and the setting k = 5 illustrates the performance of the obfuscation schemes. In the setting of k = 1, workers submit tasks with data on the area in which they are located. This process leads to the same accuracy as the existing SC system. In the setting of k = 5, 5 sections of areas are submitted. The requester knows the worker is located within one of these 5 areas. In the setting of k = m, it is same as the case in which no location is submitted. For the requester, the worker may be located anywhere on the map. An EM algorithm [29] is used to estimate true results from the standpoint of the requester.
1) EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
We examine the accuracy of the estimated results by varying parameters of the datasets. For given parameters m, n, η, and r, we randomly generate 1000 instances. Each instance has m tasks and n workers, and the answers follow error rate η and the percentage of spammers r. Results accuracy under the parameter setting is averaged over these 1000 replications with respect to k = 1, 5, m.
It is necessary to mention that the threshold of algorithm convergence ε is is set as 10 −5 for the EM algorithm. Since time cost and accuracy change little with sufficiently small ε in experiments, we will not discuss the effect of ε. Nevertheless, more tasks and workers improve the accuracy of these approaches. From Figs. 5c and 5d , we see that accuracy remains close under low error and spammer rates, whereas when error rate and spammer rate are high, the accuracy of settings k = 1, 5 are significantly higher than the setting k = m. From the experiments on results accuracy, we prove that: 1) Hiding workers' location from the requester reduces the quality of SC. 2) Obfuscation arithmetic with appropriate obfuscation coefficients protects workers' location privacy with little effect on the quality of SC.
C. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR k
In this subsection, we examine the tradeoff between location entropy and results accuracy. As stated in Sections 3 and 4, obfuscation arithmetic improves location privacy protection, but it may reduce the quality of SC to a lesser or greater extent. We experimentally evaluate the effect of obfuscation on location entropy and results accuracy at the same time and try to find the appropriate obfuscation coefficient as mentioned in Section 5.2.2.
1) EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
To understand the pros and cons of obfuscation schemes, we assess their effect on the location entropy and results accuracy, varying the obfuscation coefficient k. According to the definition in Section 2.2, the location entropy of a worker depends only on the parameter k, irrespective of m, n, η or r. Figs. 5a and 5b imply that parameter k may change the accuracy only if the error rate and spammer rate are both high. Therefore, we examine results accuracy under two parameter settings with high η and r, with the other setting with low η and r serving as a benchmark. For every setting, we randomly generate 1000 instances, each of which has m = 30 tasks and n = 5 workers. The results accuracy under the parameter setting is averaged over these 1000 replications with respect to k.
2) RESULTS Fig. 6 shows location entropy and results accuracy under varying obfuscation coefficient k. We have three findings VOLUME 7, 2019 from Fig. 6 . First, with respect to k, location entropy grows fast in the left part of the horizontal axis, while the growth slows down in the right part. Second, the value of k has little effect on accuracy when error rate (η = (0.2, 0.2)) and spammer rate (r = 0.2.) are low. Part of the conclusion has been evaluated in Section 5.2. Finally, from curve (η = 0.3, r = 0.6) and (η = 0.4, r = 0.7), we find that the accuracy declines significantly respect to k, but the decline is nonlinear. Accuracy remains high in the low-k area and starts to drop significantly when k > 8.
Based on the above, the best value of k ranges in the interval where entropy grows slowly, and accuracy has not started to drop.
VI. CONCLUSION
In the SC system, sharing workers' precise location with requesters creates vulnerability. However, hiding workers' location information from requesters weakens the quality control of SC. Therefore, we propose obfuscation schemes to solve the trade-off between security and quality by obfuscating spatiotemporal data. Under the protection of this obfuscation scheme, the new system provides better security and the same quality compared to the existing SC system. This paper identifies a privacy problem in SC and establishes a simple research framework. Nevertheless, every protection scheme has its limit. Obfuscated location information of workers still leaves space for adversaries to attack privacy by analyzing the probability of a worker's location. In future work, we will extend our proposed method to develop a more sophisticated obfuscation scheme that provides better performance.
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